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MUSIC

"/ CHANGED MY CLOTHES,
BUT I DIDN'T CHANGE MY SOUL''

By Brace Bands

The careers sf r\&c,y black
" :0ers began w?i?; gospel music.
Vilson Picket! was raised in rural
Jabama before reeving tc De-
roit as a teenage.: :'.:" the ISSGs,
.nd he sang with a local gospel
roup called the Viciinairss. A."
Jreen followed £ similar pattern.
orn in rural Arkansas and mcv-
ig to Grand Rapids, Mich., as z,
oung boy, Green sang in the
mily gospel group, the Greeffi
rothers. The Pointer Sisters
rew up singing ia the Wsst Oak-
"d (Calif.) Church of God, £

hurch in which both their par-
nts were ministers.

Changing times ar.c trends led
hem and many otr.ers into new
""v.:ical sounds. Pickett emerged
jj one of the most popular and
lynamic soul singers cf Chs '60s,
ecording such great scngs as "!n
he Midnight Hour" sad "Funky
roadway." Green didn't make

t until the early "/Os, but when
•e did, he became the leading
1 ick vocalist of the decade, with
/orldwide sales of over 30 mil-
ion albums and singles, plus
squal stature wiih the critics. Thi
ointers' success was on a small-'

:r scale, but they have been pop-
dar.

The spectacular rise of disco
is brought about new changes
i black music. Billboard reports
lat many black radio stations
^placing more traditional rhy-
irn and blues with disco record-
.j>s, and straight soul acts are
nding it increasingly difficult to
ibtain bookings for live engage-
lents. At a time like this, the
;mptation for a soul performer
o make his or her music more
lalatable to current tastes is
Teat.

Yet singers like Green, the
Jointers and Pickett have resist-
i the trend and recently released

dbums that rank with the best
hey've ever made. They prove
Vat there are still stimulating
1 ck alternatives to a disco sound

1 at, for the most part, avoids
:hallenging its audience and blurs
inonymously. But whether they
:an succeed commercially is an-
>ther question.

»s with his previous The Belle
Alburn, Green's new Truth N'
Ime (Hi Records) was produced

n his own studio in Memphis. As
..Ilh its predecessor, Truth N'
Time is concerned largely with
testaments to Green's Christian

Al Green, the Pointer Sisters,
and Wilson Pickett prove there
are exciting black alternatives
to blurry disco sound. But can
they make it commercially?

faith—"I found a new way of liv-
ing," he sings on "Happy Days."
But judging from the marvelously
funky music he makes, dancing is
obviously not beyond the pale of
Green's ministry, and the lyrical
theme is barely obtrusive enough
to offend non-believers".

Backed by a superb band, with
Green supplying the guitar tracks,
the sound throughout is dynamic,
yet restrained. The title cut in par-
ticular shows Green to be as pul-
satingly hypnotic as always. Be-
ginning with a gently rolling beat
gnd a soft vocal, it builds in in-
tensity almost imperceptibly be-
fore Green's meteoric voice and
the sharp, staccato horns kick it
in. By the end of the song, I was
ready to buy a dozen bibles.

Green also showed that he is
stili a masterful interpreter of
other people's material. Dedicat-
ing the '60s hit "To Sir With

Love" to the memory of his fath-
er and the father of co-worker
Fred Jordan, Green took this
pretty but innocuous song and
made the most convincing version
of it yet.

Truth N' Time was released too
recently to tell how it will be re-
ceived, but Belle had disappoint-
ing sales, at least by Green's prev-
ious standards. Although his rec-
ord company was unable to pro-
vide precise figures, a spokesper-
son told me that the album "did
well, but not as well as it should
have with the critical acclaim it
received."

Half-hearted disco.
The dropping-off in Green's pop-
ularity is nothing compared to
the ills that have befallen the vet-
eran soul shouter, Wilson Pickett.
Pickett's last four albums were
commercial flops and, according

to Rolling Stone, his latest re-
lease—A Funky Situation (Big
Tree Records)—has been selling
poorly.

Pickett is understandably al-
armed at this turn of events, and
a quick glance at A Funky Situa-
tion makes it seem as if he was
trying to remedy the situation by
going disco himself. The first
song on the album is a disco num-
ber called "Dance With Me," in
which Pickett sings: "Coin* down
to the disco/where all the lovely
people go/groovin' to the latest
sound/everybody's gettin' down."

But proceeding further into the
album, it became apparent that
Pickett has not really traded in
his soul shoes for disco duds. The
very next song, "She's So Tight,"
is a classic soul screamer, and the
following cut, "The Night We
Called It a Day," a beautiful bal-
lad. By the time the first side fin-
ished with the ribald funk of

s^'Hold on to Your Hiney"—Pick-
ett's sexuality has always been
outfront; was there every any
doubt as to what he wanted to do
at the midnight hour?—it was
clear that the wicked Pickett was
back.

Pickett's understanding of his
musical dilemma is expressed in
the brutally honest, autobiograph-
ical "Time to Let the Sun Shine
on Me." Announcing at the be-
ginning that "I'm ready to ex-
press myself," Pickett admits that
he's been "standing fooling
around out there in the rain."
Later he sings, "I did all right
out there in the soul field." Then
disco came along and he was told
to get with it. Agreeing to give it
a try, "I changed my clothes, [but
1} didn't change my soul."

A Funky Situation proves him
to be absolutely correct. Return-
ing to the Muscle Shoals (Ala.)
studios of producer/engineer
Rick Hall, with whom Pickett
recorded such past hits as his
great version of "Hey Jude,"
Pickett has made his strongest
and most sustained album in
years.

New energy.
The Pointer Sisters' problem has
been almost the opposite of Pick-,
ett's. They've been plenty chic,
with their '40s clothes and campy
songs, but they haven't been par-
ticularly soulful. Their nostalgic
look and sound may have gotten
them their first public attention,
but it has been a dead-end musi-
cally. With the release of their
new album Energy (Planet Rec-
ords), Ruth, Anita, and June

Meminger
Continued from page 19,
A television show called WHITE
SHADOW centers around a white
former pro player who is crash-
ing basketball at a ssheoS m
a black ghetto.

I think it's good. It gives an ac-
curate picture of what's happen-
ing in the black communities sea
disadvantaged schools, and gives
some sense of the almost insur-
mountable obstacles that a black
child has to overcome to succeed
in the world of athletics.

W&uldn 't the show be more con-
structive if it made a teacher or
the principal the hero?

But it's real! Because in the
real world sports have that kind
of power. If you have kids and
they are sports-oriented, I bet
that if I say something to them or
Earl [Monroe] says something to
thsrr., they'd listen more than if
ye:; told them. What the White
Shadow is saying is that maybe it
is Chs coach that has to teach
Cltsse kids. That you have to use
the vehicle that's tuned into the
3SO]S:.e.

A lot of people are against
sports, against recreation; they
say there's too much emphasis
or. it. There's not too much em-

phasis on sports; there's an im-
balance. Most of the sports that
people see on television, whether
collegiate or professional, are
money-making operations, and
the people who profit from them
don't care about the quality of
the game.

But participating in sports,
whether for recreational purposes
or for an appreciation of it as an
art form, can be a tremendously
positive experience. It can teach
young people how to cooperate
to achieve common objectives,
how to function within a group
when you're not the central figure,
and how to overcome myths and
stereotypes about people of dif-
ferent backgrounds. •

Pointer have taken .an impressive
stride forward.

Backed by a strong bane fea-
turing outstanding session gui-
tarist Waddy Wachtcl, the Point-
ers do rock and soul versions cf
songs by such fine writers as Al-
ien Toussaint and Walter Becker/
Donald Fagen (Steely Dan). Pro-
ducer Richard Perry had the sense
to keep the Sisters' voices square-
ly up front, avoiding the tendency
of many producers with auteurist
hankerings to put their own mark
all over the tracks.

Whether in dynamic and un-
identified solos or rich three-part
harmonies, the Pointers have the
power to get the best out of al-
most any song they sing. Particu-
larly impressive was their treat-
ment of Becker and Fagen's story
of the self-loathing lover, "Dirty
Work," and Russ Ballard's
"Come and Get Your Love," in
which they turn what could have
been a plaintive plea into an or-
der to show some respect.

The only problems occur when
the Sisters' lush vocals overpower
insubstantial material. Their
dense harmonies on Bruce Spring-
stein's "Fire"—which unfortun-
ately has been released as a single
—seem out of place on a song
which needs the restraint shown
by Robert Gordon on his cover
version.

With these three albums, the
Pointers, Green, and Pickett have,
in a sense, made their responses
to the disco challenge. It's not
that all disco is drek, or that it
all sounds the same; the latter
charge is too close to the usual
snobbish disdain for all rock mus-
ic to be of comfort. Nor is it
enough to dismiss disco as being
a producer's medium, for a lot
of great music from Phil Spector
to Motown has been dominated
by the people in the control
booths.

The problem is that the popu-
larity of disco seems to be based
on its uniformity. After spend-
ing so much time mastering elab-
orate dance steps, who wants to
get thrown off by some idiosyn-
cratic arrangement? So technol-
ogy becomes the dominant fac-
tor in replicating a tried and true
sound, rather than a tool capable
of enhancing artistic creativity.

In such an atmosphere, veter-
an soul performers like Al Green
and Wilson Pickett have decided
to make their stand on the kind
of music they have always done
best, and the Pointer Sisters have
chosen a more soulful route as
well. m

CULTURE SHOCK
I SMOKE FOR
THE TASTE

In a recent market
research test (report-
ed by Zodiac News)
volunteers smoked
the same cigarette un-
der two names,
"Frontiersman,"
and "April." Women
reported "Frontiers-
man" was hotter,
stronger, harsher and
less enjoyable than
"April," while men
liked "Frontiers-
man" better.

ITS THE
THOUGHT
THAT COUNTS
This year Gillette is
spending $18 million,
says Dollars and
Sense, to promote
a roll-on anti-perspir-
ant, "Dry Idea."
Gillette admits the
roll-on is no more ef-
fective than similar
products on the mar-
ket, but it feels dry
and makes consumers
believe they will be
drier.
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T
.HREE YEARS AGO TWO MALE
copy editors at the New York
Times, aged 29 and 35, developed
cataracts, a condition usually as-
sociated with older women. It

could have been only a coincidence, but
there was one disturbing element: they
had both recently started using the new
electronic text-editing equipment that
has become standard in the nation's news
rooms and will soon replace typewriters
in most large offices.

Known as word-processors, the mach-
ines are basically electric typewriters at-
tached to television-like screens called
video-display terminals (VDTs) on which
an operator can proofread copy and make
editorial changes. According to Milton
Zaret, associate professor of clinical oph-
thalmology at New York University med-
ical center, and one of the country's lead-
ing opthalmologic surgeons, the copy edi-
tors' cataracts were very similar to those
common among radar technicians ex-
posed to radiation emitted by their radar
screens.

Two studies of the Times' machines
found they did not produce dangerous
levels of radiation, but Zaret and other
critics called the tests incomplete. In late
January, the largest dispute so far con-
cerning word processors boiled over once
again as 75 UN General Assembly pool
typists walked off the job for the third
time in two months. For nearly a year
they have refused to use the machines on
the grounds of physical stress and poten-
tially dangerous radiation. Although
training on the VDTs is on a voluntary
basis, those who have refused also say that
they fear eventual punitive layoffs.

Over 500 other staff members dissat-
isfied over their own working conditions
joined the typists. As a result, the Gen-
eral Assembly, scheduled to end three
days later, had to continue into the next
week. It was big news at the UN, but the
Times found this word-processing story
only fit for a couple of paragraphs (un-
like its own case, which it never saw fit
to print). Likewise, the New York Post,
where VDTs already nearly outnumber
typewriters, found the situation not news-
worthy.

The UN administration insisted that the
equipment is not dangerous. Citing a Na-
tional Institute for Occupationa' Safety
and -Health (NIOSH) investigation
conducted last year that found the UN
machines non-hazardous, one spokesman
called those typists who refuse to use them
"just a bunch of hysterical women afraid
of new technology.''

"Their leaders," claimed administrator
Marvin Schlaff, "have latched onto the
health hazard issue because it's sexy and
appealing, especially if you don't know
about physics." He said that VDT oper-
ators' eyes showed no abnormalities when
examined and that permanent employees
will be retained although the pool itself
will be phased out.

"The eye exam is a joke," responded
Lowell Flanders, chairman of the UN

1 Staff Committee (staff union). "It's just
like the army—if you can breathe, you're
okay." He added that the VDT operators
now have unusually relaxed work sched-
ules, but that physical stress symptoms
may become more apparent once they be-
gin full production (which often includes
overtime), since the maximum daily rec-
ommended machine use for any individual
is only four hours. Flanders also charged
that typists who rejected the VDTs have
been threatened with dismissal and had
their salaries withheld during the current
job action, a step he called "a clear vio-
lation of all international covenants signed
by this body, including the UN Declara-
tion of Human Rights."

Two groups.
As protesting pool typists and transla-
tors, unable to obtain meeting rooms
during their work stoppage, milled about
in the Secretariat lobby between strategy
sessions, about 25 typists or one-quarter
of the original pool was upstairs work-
ing at the VDTs. Hostility between those
who changed over to word processors and
those who did not is so high that they do
not speak and the two groups have been
assigned to separate floors. The typists
who now use the VDTs said they were not
coerced; they requested anonymity be-
cause they fear repercussions from the
non-VDT group.

THROUGH A
GLASS, DIMLY

WHY 75 SECRETARIES AT THE UN
WALKED OFF THEIR ULTRA-MODERN JOBS

by Gwenda Blair

"Those who aren't using the VDTs have
been cowed by their leaders," said one
VDT operator. "They're unsophisticat-
ed, simple people who don't know what's
going on and are easily swayed." All the
VDT operators interviewed said they
had no worries about their health and
they find the word-processing machines
far better suited to their work than their
old typewriters. "I've enjoyed the last
four months more than the rest of the
seven years I've spent here," said another
typist. "These machines are quiet, they
cut the work in half, and I don't have
the headaches and tired eyes I had be-
fore."

Veteran labor organizers were not sur-
prised at this response. "It's always hard
to get people to accept that anything the
boss tells you could be wrong," said one.
"People think of offices as safe places,
but they're not. It took years to alert peo-
ple to industrial diseases like brown lung,
and it could take years more to spread
the word on office dangers."

No standards.
Perhaps the biggest problem in analyz-
ing the danger of the word processors is
that there is no generally accepted stand-
ard for acceptable exposure to radiation
and little is known about cumulative ef-
fects. Dr. Karl Z. Morgan, a noted health

physicist at Georgia Tech, says that there
is no safe level of exposure and there is
no dose of radiation so low that the risk
of a malignancy is zero.

"Those limits that do exist are arbitrary
and contrived," said Dr. Zaret. "They're
just guesses, not based on pathology."
For example, U.S. standards for occupa-
tional exposure to low-level microwaves,
which could be generated when VDTs
are used in conjunction with other elec-
tronic equipment, like keyboards or com-
puter data banks, are now coming under
fire as too lax. They were established
more than 20 years ago by Herman Schwan,
an engineering professor at the University
of Pennsylvania, who called the standards
"crudely set" and badly in need of refine-
ment." Critics note that the Soviet Union
has a limit 10,000 times lower, based on re-
search there and in Eastern Europe that
found damage at low levels included mem-
ory loss, infertility, leukemia, central ner-
vous system disorders and genetic damage.

In the same week the UN staff was pro-
testing, the U.S. government released a
major study confirming that GIs exposed
to low-level radiation developed leukemia
at twice the usual rate, and a federal re-
searcher said that up to five million Amer-
ican workers have been exposed to simi-
lar radiation levels.

A third problem with VDTs is the light

deprivation caused by the fluorescent cath-
ode-ray tubes that power them. Accord-
ing to Dr. John Ott, director of the Cen-
ter for Light Research in Ft. Lauderdale
and a frequent congressional witness on
related matters, long-term exposure to
such artificial illumination can cause
strain to muscles (including the heart),
lowered resistance to disease, hyperactiv-
ity, aggressive behavior, and cancer.

As for the Times and UN studies of
VDTs, Dr. Zaret and others found them
less than reassuring for the following
reasons:

•At neither workplace were machines
tested with malfunctions, even though at
the Times malfunction was extremely
common—over 400 repairs were report-
ed in one three-month period alone.

•The lowest level of background rad-
iation in the Times building was more
than 40 percent higher than the highest
level found naturally, but NIOSH could
not locate the source. "It's like a fire-
man coming to your house, smelling
smoke, not finding the flames, and just
going home," comments Zaret. Back-
ground radiation was not tested at the
UN at all.

•At the Times, a test engineer wore a
Cicoil Personal Hazard meter during one
study. Its failure to sound an alarm was
cited as proof there was no dangerous
level of electromagnetic radiation, but a
year later its manufacturer declared it in-
adequate and took it off the market.

•NIOSH did not measure x-rays at the
Times but relied instead on measurements
made elsewhere two years ago. At the UN,
no x-rays were detected. Critics suspect in-
adequate measuring devices and records
since some amount of x-ray emission has
been found in every other VDT study.

•The cause of the cataracts at the Times
remained officially unknown, but the arbi-
trator still declined to declare the employ-
ees ineligible for compensation, in addL^.
tion, one of three medical experts con-_
suited urged that VDT operators note
their work on their personal medical his-
tories—an unnecessary step if VDTs are
not dangerous.

There may soon be other such fights
as in the UN ahead in the nation's other
offices. Five to ten million VDTs are al-
ready being used for faster type-setting,
airline reservations, stock inventory,
mailing lists, scientific research and doz-
ens of other functions. ^

Office productivity went upjanJjuLper,-
cent in the last decade, as compared to a
90 percent rise in industrial productivity,
and office equipment manufacturers are
racing to close the gap. By 1982 the bur-
geoning electronics office systems industry
is expected to achieve sales of $15.1 bil-
lion. Word-processing alone is now a $800
million industry and is expected to reach
$2 billion by that year. If you don't use a
word-processing machine already, it surely
won' t be long until you do. •
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